
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
ARMY REVIEW BOARDS AGENCY 

251 18TH STREET SOUTH, SUITE 385 
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22202-3531 

AR20210006717 

CPT Alan H. Kennedy  
1975 North Grant Street  
Unit 421  
Denver, CO 80203-1191 

Dear Captain Kennedy: 

 The Department of the Army Suitability Evaluation Board (DASEB) rendered a decision 
on your request concerning unfavorable information in your Army Military Human Resource 
Record (AMHRR).  Relief was granted as described in the enclosed DASEB record of 
proceedings.  The DASEB’s decision in your case was forwarded to the custodian of your 
AMHRR for action as directed.   

The decision of the DASEB is retroactive; therefore, it does constitute grounds for 
promotion reconsideration if eligible, and previously non-selected. 

Sincerely, 

Enclosures Gary J. Cregan 
Colonel, U.S. Army 
President, DA Suitability Evaluation Board 

January 3, 2022
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THE APPELLANT'S REQUEST, STATEMENT, AND EVIDENCE: 
 
1.  Appeal Data: 
 
 a.  Derogatory data being appealed:  An Administrative General Officer 
Memorandum of Reprimand (GOMOR), while serving in the rank and grade of captain 
(CPT)O-3.   
 
 b.  Date of derogatory document:  11 September 2020 
 
 c.  Date of appeal:  23 February 2021 
 
 d.  Current Army Component:  Colorado Army National Guard (COARNG)  
 
 e.  Current rank/Date of rank:  CPT/O-3/9 November 2015 
 
 f.  Regulation in Effect:  Army Regulation 600-37, Unfavorable Information, effective 
10 May 2018.  
 
2.  The appellant requests removal of the GOMOR from his AMHRR.   
 
3.  The appellant states, in effect, the following: 
 
 a.  Due to continuing unconstitutional retaliation for his 30 May 2020 Black Lives 
Matter protest participation by Brigadier General (BG) P, Major (MAJ) S, Colonel (COL) 
B, and COL R, he is requesting an expedite review.  Expedited review is essential due 
to escalating unconstitutional retaliation and related unlawful reprisals, evidenced by 
arbitrary, capricious, and unconstitutional decisions of COL B to overturn his own 
investigating officer's (IO’s) findings and direct MAJ S to issue an unconstitutional 
reprimand, MAJ S’s failure to offer rebuttal opportunity and denial without explanation, 
and BG P’s decision to file the reprimand without addressing identified violations of 
Constitution (First Amendment and due process) and regulations. 
 
 b.  The appellant contends his First Amendment rights were violated.  He 
participated in Black Lives Matter protests and submitted related Op-eds, when he was 
not on orders, not on duty, and not in uniform.  Further, BG P's false statement that 
Black Lives Matter protests are "inherently violent, and COL B's false statement that 
Black Lives Matter protests "begin peacefully and devolve into violent clashes with the 
police," offers clear and convincing evidence that BG P, MAJ S, COL B, and COL R, 
applied Department of Defense Instruction (DoDI) 1325.06, Enclosure 3, paragraph 
6(d), to unconstitutionally target his Black Lives Matter protest participation and restrict 
his freedom of expression. 
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 c.  Lastly, BG P made it clear, in the presence of the attorney and others, that he 
filed his reprimand not only in response to constitutionally protected Black Lives Matter 
protest participation but also in reprisal for his official whistleblower protected 
communications, in violation of 10 U.S.C. § 1034, Department of Defense Directive 
7050.06, and Army regulations. 
 
4.  The appellant submits the following evidence in support of his petition:  A self-
authored statement, dated 23 February 2021, with the noted enclosures.   
 
CONSIDERATION OF EVIDENCE: 
 
1.  Contested Document:  On 11 September 2020, BG P, Commander, COARNG, 
Centennial, Colorado, reprimanded the appellant for the following:   
  
 “You are hereby reprimanded.  According to the AR 15-6 investigation appointed by 
COL B on 16 July 2020, you authored an opinion article entitled "Why is the 
National Guard Investigating Peaceful Protests?" which was published in Colorado 
Newline on July 9, 2020.  In the article, you identify yourself as a COARNG member 
and made numerous negative references to the chain of command.  The article was 
clearly published in response to a previous investigation initiated by this chain-of-
command in which you were found to have violated DoDI 1325.06 by COL B, who 
appointed the investigation.” 
 
 “By publishing the article and identifying yourself as a service member you violated 
regulations and provisions of the Colorado Code of Military Justice, and your actions 
brought disrepute and dishonor upon the COARNG.  It is also apparent from the plain 
language of the article that it was your intent to do so, and thereby to intimidate the 
command into refraining from lawful use of its authority to investigate.  In the article you 
make numerous false statements, in particular that you were issued a “gag order,” that 
your promotion was “blocked,” or your allegation that the COARNG was perpetuating a 
culture of “blacklisting.”  None of these statements are true, and as a Judge Advocate, 
you know they are untrue.  Your misrepresentations depict the COARNG in a damaging 
manner, disrespect the chain-of-command, portray you as a false victim, and are a clear 
attempt to exert pressure on the chain of command based on the false premise that the 
command was violating your constitutional rights or unlawfully denying you a Unit 
Vacancy promotion, to which you were never entitled.  You fail to understand the most 
basic premise of military service: subordination of the self to the chain-of-command, 
including, in some instances, limitations on one’s rights.” 
 

“Your misconduct calls into serious question your judgment and professionalism, as 
well as your basic loyalty to the values of the United States Army and the COARNG.  As an 
officer, I expect you to set the example within our ranks for what a Soldier should be; 
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instead, you chose to unethically invoke the name of the organization in connection with a 
personal grievance and disrespect the command, rather than allowing the legal process to 
occur.  This cannot be tolerated, and it makes me question whether you have a future in 
military service.” 
 
 a.  The GOMOR was imposed as an administrative measure and not as punishment 
under Article 15 of the UCMJ. 
 
 b.  On 13 September 2020, the appellant acknowledged receipt of the GOMOR and 
elected to submit a statement.   
 
 c.  On 18 October 2020, the appellant provided a rebuttal statement to the IA.  The 
appellant, in effect, requested that the GOMOR not be filed and he be allowed to 
transfer to the U.S. Army Reserve (USAR).  The appellant explained that he understood 
that his actions and the command’s response had led to a lack of trust and an 
environment that made continued service in the COARNG difficult.  It was never his 
intention to cause disruption, and he was sorry for the impact on the organization.  Like 
him [the IA], he took the Constitution and the freedoms it bestows seriously.  He 
exercised fundamental rights found in the First Amendment by peacefully protesting 
racism and writing related Op-eds because Black Lives Matter.  His Op-eds addressed 
issues that he felt strongly about such as civil rights, police brutality, and systematic 
racism.   
 
 d.  On 5 December 2020, the IA stated after careful consideration of the facts and 
circumstances, the reasons for the reprimand, as well as CPT K’s [the appellant’s] 
rebuttal, he directed the GOMOR be permanently filed in the performance section of 
CPT K's AMHRR.  This will be done in accordance with AR 600-37, para. 3-5.  In 
accordance with that regulation, he directed the filing of CPT K’s acknowledgement and 
his rebuttal alongside the reprimand. 
 
2.  Summary of Relevant Evidence:   
 
 a.  On 18 June 2020, an IO, Lieutenant Colonel (LTC) L, conducted an AR 15-6 
investigation.  The IO stated, in effect, that on 4 June 2020, COL B appointed him as an 
IO pursuant to AR 15-6.  The purpose of this investigation was to determine if the 
Denver Post Op-ed by CPT K, a member of the COARNG published on 4 June 2020, 
was in violation of any Army Regulation, prohibitions, limitations, guidance standards or 
policies or federal statutes through political activities or writing of the Op-ed.  The 
following was determined: 
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    Findings: 
 
  (1)  After review of the relevant Army regulations and policies, he found that 
CPT K authored and submitted the Op-ed Guest commentary “Getting tear-gassed 
while protesting gave me hope” on 1 June 2020.  He was not in any duty or pay status, 
therefore is not in violation or prohibition of any Army regulation, prohibitions, or any 
Army or COARNG restriction as he was expressing his personal opinion as allowed 
through his Constitutional right to free speech.   
 
  (2)  After review of the relevant Army regulations and policies, he found that 
CPT K’s actions did not violate AR 600-20, or any other Army regulation, prohibitions,  
limitations, guidance, standards, policies, or federal statures in the writing and 
submission of the Op-ed, except with reference to his disclaimer listed below.   
 
  (3)  After review of the relevant Army regulations and policies, he found that 
CPT K’s actions did not engage in any political activities in violation of any Army 
regulations, prohibitions, limitations, guidance, standards, policies, or federal statute.  
  
    Recommendations: 
  
  (1)  The IO recommended that the COARNG publish updated guidance to the 
force that clarifies how the Department of the Army and Department of Defense 
regulations policies apply to the National Guard Soldiers both in and out of duty status.  
This should include expectations from the Commander.  The guidance should include 
any public affairs initiative and afford Soldiers the ability to apply common sense and 
good taste that results in public support and confidence in the Army and COARNG.  
Specifically, the guidance must identify what is limited by law or regulation. 
 
  (2)  The IO recommended the COARNG build a SharePoint link that posts all 
relevant DoD policies, Army Regulations, and current COARNG policy on topics such 
as those addressed in this AR 15-6 in order for service member to review and follow.   
 
  (3)  The IO recommended the appellant update his disclaimer that he submitted 
for his Op-ed in order to become fully compliant to DOD policy as stated above.   
 
    Approving Authority Comments: 
 
   COL B stated the AR 15-6 investigation was approved with the following 
findings of facts are added/deleted:   The IO did not correctly interpret the DODI 1325.06 
pertaining to the likelihood of the violence occurring at protests.  Objective review and a 
reasonable look at the circumstances surrounding the date of the protest indicate 
violence was likely to occur.  Recommendation:  CPT K should contact COARNG public 
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affairs office and his chain of command prior to the submission of any future Op-ed 
works that he submits for publication.  Recommend local reprimand to violating DODI 
1325.06.  Of note, this investigation only covered the article “Getting tear-gassed while 
protesting gave me hope” on 1 June 2020. 
 
 b.  On 19 August 2020, another IO, COL M conducted an AR 15-6 investigation.  
COL M was to conduct an investigation concerning the facts and circumstances 
involving the writing and submission of an opinion article by CPT K that appeared in the 
online publication Colorado Newline on 9 July 2020, in addition to correspondence 
between CPT K and BG P and MG L between 4 June 2020 and present.  The following 
was determined: 
 
    Findings: 
 
  (1)  CPT K’s Op-ed “Why is the National Guard Investigating Peaceful 
Protests?” did violate the Joint Ethics Regulation as its title and content did discredit the 
COARNG.  The overall tone and content damaged the reputation of the service and 
served to lower the public perception of the COARNG. 
 
  (2)  CPT K’s Op-ed “Why is the National Guard Investigating Peaceful 
Protests?” did violate the Colorado Code of Military Justice (CCMJ) punitive articles 28-
3.1 513 Disrespect towards a superior commissioned officer.  The Op-ed specifically 
directs a reverence to gag orders issued by two National Guard Generals.  During the 
interview, CPT K confirmed that this reference was directed at BG P and MG L.   
 
  (3)  CPT K’s Op-ed “Why is the National Guard Investigating Peaceful 
Protests?” did violate the CCMJ punitive articles 28-3.1 516 Failure to obey an order or 
regulation.  The Op-ed was in direct violation of the Joint Ethics Regulation and 
supporting evidence was provided above in Paragraph 6, a. 
 
  (4)  CPT K’s Op-ed “Why is the National Guard Investigating Peaceful 
Protests?” did violate the CCMJ punitive articles 28-3.1 548 Conduct unbecoming of an 
officer.  CPT K’s Op-ed did bring discredit upon himself and the organization. 
 
  (5)  CPT K’s Op-ed “Why is the National Guard Investigating Peaceful 
Protests?” did violate the CCMJ punitive articles 28-3.1 549 Cognizant of disreputable 
conduct.  The impact of the Article did have a negative impact upon the organization. 
 
  (6)  CPT K’s email correspondence to BG P and MG L in a series of 
complaints of Wrongs and subsequent appeals of stated complaints.  While the act of 
the complaint of Wrongs may be a protected communication under the Inspector 
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General program, a subordinate officer is still required to follow military customs and 
courtesy and should be based in fact not hyperbole or unfounded accusations. 
 
    Recommendations: 
 
  (1)  The IO recommended a General Officer’s Letter of Reprimand in response 
to the numerous violations of the Op-ed. 
 
  (2)  CPT K’s series of emails to both BG P and MG L, while a protected 
communication, should be addressed by the Senior Staff Judge Advocate for 
further training on appropriate conduct in communications with superior officers.  This 
counseling should be carefully understood and crafted to avoid a chilling effect that 
would discourage CPT K from appropriately reporting violations of law and policy. 
 
 c.  On 30 July 2021, in a new AR 15-6 investigation, BG C, COARNG, The Adjutant 
General (TAG) stated, in effect, that she appointed COL N to investigate allegations by 
CPT K, that certain members of his leadership punished him for exercising First 
Amendment rights and that various administrative and procedural deficiencies in 
processes effectively resulted in a denial of his due process rights.  Pursuant to 
paragraph 2-8, AR 15-6, she had conducted a final review of the IO’s findings of fact 
and recommendations.  As approving authority, she hereby exercised her authority to 
approve, disapprove, modify, or add to the findings and recommendations of the IO.  Of 
note, due to the lengthy investigation, only issues that are relevant to the contested 
OER and the GOMOR (that is currently filed in the appellant’s AMHRR, dated  
11 September 2020) will be referenced.  The following findings and recommendations 
are summarized below: 
 
    Findings: 
 
  (1)  BG C disapproved the IO’s recommendations in paragraphs (b) and (c) 
because they are based on the erroneous conclusion that CPT K violated DoDI 1325.06 
and because they are based upon the IO’s additional findings which she had 
disapproved as beyond the scope of the limited inquiry.  Subsequent to the IO 
completing the investigation, the Department of Defense issued a memorandum 
explaining that DoDI 1325.06 does not apply to National Guard Servicemembers unless 
they are serving in a title 10 duty status, i.e., federal active duty status under federal 
command and control.  See Memorandum from Nat’l Guard Bureau to All States, 
Territories, and District of Columbia (26 July 2021).     
 
  (2)  The Department of Defense’s determination regarding DoDI 1325.06 was 
not available to the Colorado National Guard when the DoDI was applied to CPT K, so 
she found that command did not commit misconduct when it relied on a good faith, yet 
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mistaken, understanding that DoDI 1325.06 applied to National Guard servicemembers 
when not in title 10 active duty status under federal command and control.  However, 
because CPT K was not in federal active duty status at the relevant time, DoDI 1325.06 
did not apply to him.  Therefore, BG C disapproved the IO’s recommendations in 
paragraphs (b) and (c). 
 
  (3)  On 26 July 2021, COL M, Deputy Director, Manpower and Personnel 
National Guard Bureau published a memorandum with the subject line “Applicability of 
DoDI 1325.06 to National Guard Personnel”.  The memorandum was for all states, 
territories, and District of Columbia.  The memorandum, in effect states that in 
coordination with the proponent of reference (c), Office of Legal Policy (OSD/OLP), this 
memorandum clarifies that reference (c) expressly prescribes policy applicable only to 
National Guard Service members in a title 10 duty status under federal command and 
control.  While this DoDI may not apply to National Guard personnel in a non-
federalized duty status, other laws and regulations may apply.  Please contact your 
state NG JAG for state specific guidance.   
 
3.  Regulatory Citations:  Army Regulation 600-37, Unfavorable Information, sets forth 
policies and procedures to authorize placement of unfavorable information about 
Soldiers in individual official personnel files. 
 
 a.  Paragraph 1-1 states, in relevant part, that the intent of Army Regulation 600-37 
is to ensure that unfavorable information that is unsubstantiated, irrelevant, untimely, or 
incomplete is not filed in individual official personnel files; and, to ensure that the best 
interests of both the Army and the Soldiers are served by authorizing unfavorable 
information to be placed in and, when appropriate, removed from official personnel files.  
 
 b.  Paragraph 1-4 stipulates that the objectives of Army Regulation 600-37 are to 
apply fair and just standards to all Soldiers; protect the rights of individual Soldiers and, 
at the same time, permit the Army to consider all available relevant information when 
choosing Soldiers for positions of leadership, trust, and responsibility; to prevent 
adverse personnel action based on unsubstantiated derogatory information or mistaken 
identity; to provide a means of correcting injustices if they occur; and, to ensure that 
Soldiers of poor moral character are not continued in Service or advanced to positions 
of leadership, trust, and responsibility. 
 
 c.  Paragraph 3-2c states that unfavorable information that should be filed in official 
personnel files includes indications of substandard leadership ability, promotion 
potential, morals, and integrity.  These traits must be identified early and shown in 
permanent official personnel records that are available to personnel managers and 
selection board members for use in making decisions that may result in selecting 
Soldiers for positions of public trust and responsibility, or vesting such persons with 
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authority over others.  Other unfavorable character traits of a permanent nature should 
be similarly recorded. 
 
 d.  Paragraph 7-2a, states that once an official document is properly filed in the 
AMHRR, it is presumed to be administratively correct and filed pursuant to an objective 
decision by competent authority.  Thereafter, the burden of proof rests with the 
individual concerned to provide evidence of a clear and convincing nature that the 
document is untrue or unjust, in whole or in part, thereby warranting its alteration or 
removal from the AMHRR.  Appeals that merely allege an injustice or error without 
supporting evidence are not acceptable and will not be considered. 
 
BOARD DISCUSSION: 
 
1.  The appellant requests removal of a GOMOR from the AMHRR.  In order to remove 
a GOMOR from the official record, the burden of proof rests with the appellant to 
provide evidence of a clear and convincing nature that the document is untrue or unjust, 
in whole or in part, thereby warranting its alteration or removal from the AMHRR.  
Appeals that merely allege an injustice or error without supporting evidence are not 
acceptable and will not be considered. 
 
2.  Essentially, the appellant contends his First Amendment rights were violated.  He 
participated in Black Lives Matter protests and submitted related Op-eds, when he was 
not on orders, not on duty, and not in uniform.  Further, BG P's false statement that 
Black Lives Matter protests are "inherently violent, and COL B's false statement that 
Black Lives Matter protests "begin peacefully and devolve into violent clashes with the 
police," offers clear and convincing evidence that BG P, MAJ S, COL B, and COL R, 
applied the DoDI 1325.06, paragraph 6(d), to unconstitutionally target his Black Lives 
Matter protest participation and restrict his freedom of expression.  Lastly, his rights and 
due process for a rebuttal statement were violated. 
 
3.  After a thorough review of the appellant's official record and the evidence submitted 
in support of his petition, multiple factors were considered: 
 
 a.  BG C disapproved the IO’s recommendations in paragraphs (b) and (c) because 
they are based on the erroneous conclusion that CPT K violated DoDI 1325.06 and 
because they are based upon the IO’s additional findings which she had disapproved as 
beyond the scope of the limited inquiry.  Subsequent to the IO completing the 
investigation, the Department of Defense issued a memorandum explaining that DoDI 
1325.06 does not apply to National Guard Servicemembers unless they are serving in a 
title 10 duty status, i.e., federal active duty status under federal command and control.  
See Memorandum from Nat’l Guard Bureau to All States, Territories, and District of 
Columbia (26 July 2021).     
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 b.  The Department of Defense’s determination regarding DoDI 1325.06 was not 
available to the Colorado National Guard when the DoDI was applied to CPT K, so she 
found that command did not commit misconduct when it relied on a good faith, yet 
mistaken, understanding that DoDI 1325.06 applied to National Guard servicemembers 
when not in title 10 active duty status under federal command and control.  However, 
because CPT K was not in federal active duty status at the relevant time, DoDI 1325.06 
did not apply to him.  Therefore, BG C disapproved the IO’s recommendations in 
paragraphs (b) and (c). 
 
 c.  On 26 July 2021, COL M, Deputy Director, Manpower and Personnel National 
Guard Bureau published a memorandum with the subject line “Applicability of DoDI 
1325.06 to National Guard Personnel”.  The memorandum was for all states, territories, 
and District of Columbia.  The memorandum, in effect states that in coordination with 
the proponent of reference (c), Office of Legal Policy (OSD/OLP), this memorandum 
clarifies that reference (c) expressly prescribes policy applicable only to National Guard 
Service members in a title 10 duty status under federal command and control.  While 
this DoDI may not apply to National Guard personnel in a non-federalized duty status, 
other laws and regulations may apply.  Please contact your state NG JAG for state 
specific guidance.   
 
4.  Based on the above statements and findings from the AR 15-6 investigation, the 
appellant has provided clear and convincing evidence which shows the GOMOR is 
inaccurate, unjust, or otherwise flawed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
Legend: 
    

ALC-Advanced Leader Course IG-Inspector General OER-Officer Evaluation Report 

AMHRR-Army Military Human Resource Record ILE-Intermediate Level Education ROI-Report of Investigation 

ARNG-Army National Guard LOR-Letter of reprimand SLC-Senior Leader Course 

CI-Commander's Inquiry NCOER-NCO Evaluation Report UCMJ-Uniform Code of Military Justice 

DUI-Driving Under the Influence NCO-Non-Commissioned Officer USAR-US Army Reserve 

GOMOR-General Officer Memorandum of Reprimand NJP-Non Judicial Punishment WLC-Warrior Leader Course 

 



DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
ARMY REVIEW BOARDS AGENCY 

251 18TH STREET SOUTH, SUITE 385 
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22202-3531 

SAMR-RBB 

MEMORANDUM FOR Army National Guard Readiness Center, Appeals and Analysis 
(ARNG-HRH-A), 111 South George Mason Drive Building 2, Arlington, VA 22204-1382 

SUBJECT:  Resolution of Unfavorable Information for – CPT Alan H. Kennedy, 
SSN , Case Number AR20210006717 

1. Under the authority of Army Regulation 600-37 (Unfavorable Information), the 
Department of the Army Suitability Evaluation Board (DASEB) has deliberated on the 
petition to remove the General Officer Memorandum of Reprimand (GOMOR) and all 
related documents from the Army Military Human Resource Record (AMHRR).

2. After careful consideration, the DASEB voted to approve removal of the GOMOR, 
dated 11 September 2020, and all related documents.  This action is retroactive; 
therefore, does constitute a basis for promotion reconsideration, if eligible and 
previously non-selected.  

3. Please notify the Army Review Boards Agency (Promulgation Team) on completion 
of the requested actions. 

Enclosures GARY J  CREGAN 
COL, LG 
President, DA Suitability Evaluation Board 

3 January 2022




